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At that time his voice shook the earth, but now he has promised, "Once more I
will shake not only the earth but also the heavens." The words "once more"
indicate the removing of what can be shaken -that is, created things-so that what
cannot be shaken may remain. Therefore, since we are receiving a kingdom that
cannot be shaken, let us be thankful, and so worship God acceptably with
reverence and awe, for our "God is a consuming fire." Hebrews 12:26-29
A nation means a state and a sovereignty. We must certainly have the
determining point for establishing our Fatherland. Sovereignty represents God. A
God-centered state--the state whose sovereignty represents God--was a task that
Adam and Eve were supposed to have accomplished. SMM, "Message at the
Unification Ceremony," January 31, 1976
Dear
Sunday's sermon was one of Hyung Jin Nim's most meaningful and well worth watching. He discussed
how there is a shift among many physicists and natural scientists away from atheism. The more they
study the origins and nature of the universe the more they see the reality of an "Intelligent Mind." One
example is Anthony Flew, the foremost atheist who turned theist after studying current scientific research
about the nature and origins of the universe. It is not a haphazard collection of things. It is finely tuned to
sustain life.

The Unmovable Kingdom - Nov. 26, 2017 - Rev. Hyung Jin Moon - Unification Sanctuary,
Newfoundland PA
Unfortunately the world is often not oriented towards telling the truth. The satiric commentator Stephen
Crowder asked "Alexa," the "intelligent personal assistant" device marketed by Amazon, "who is
Mohammed?" Alexa answered "a wise prophet." Then he asked "who is Jesus Christ?" Alexa answered
"Jesus is a fictional character." Such devices promote a leftist, anti-Christian cult view of the world.
When Crowder asked, "What is Communism?" Alexa spoke about benign societies where resources are
shared, failing to mention that Marxist nations created the most murderous movement in history,
quadrupling the death toll of Nazism. That is why True Father warned about Communism's tyrannical
"political Satanism" as opposed to a society based on Godism, which offers God-given rights to all.
Western civilization is based on Judeo-Christian perspective. In John 1:1 it states, "In the beginning was
the Word, and the Word was with God and the Word was God." Because authority is invested in
words, the tendency is to try to solve problems by debate about principles, not through violence. Without
that there is no foundation for peace to exist. In the western world, reason, based on the Word is given
serious weight. Not by power, where might makes right. In contrast Genghis Khan and many other
leaders spread their kingdoms by their power of the sword.
Jordan Peterson, professor of psychology from the University of Toronto, is critical of casual critics of
Christianity. Even though he is not a believer, he appreciates that western civilization is founded on the
idea of Logos. All human beings have an element of divinity within them. Even enemy tribes or criminals
are created in the image of God, a truly radical idea different from other belief systems like Hinduism
which worships the "Brahmin" class and looks down upon others.

Jordan Peterson- Biblical Series I: Introduction to the Idea of God

Peterson describes the power of the mind to articulate thoughts and to imagine and determine future
events. In the West great authority has been attributed to the words in the Constitution and to the idea that
everyone, even the President, should be subservient to it. Such preeminence of words and laws is the basis
for due process and jurisprudence. Even if whole country thinks certain individuals have committed
crimes, the legal system must still must prove it, with legitimate evidence. They are "innocent until
proven guilty." This way of thinking is also the basis of the scientific method.

Despite satanic institutions like slavery (which sadly exists throughout the world), these commitments to
reason, equality and demonstrated merit built the most prosperous civilization in history. But since
prosperity also brings decadence, the West has been throwing away its Judeo-Christian roots. The 19th
century philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche warned about an age that was removing the fundamental
foundational structure of meaning- the God ideal. He foresaw an endless cycle of despair where millions
will die and prophesied a world where faith is replaced by nihilism or radical, psychopathic ideologies
and totalitarian power, where the idea that the "ends justify the means" is applied on a massive scale.

That is why Godism, a culture of freedom and responsibility where citizens are committed to living a
Godly life, is so important. Where men seek to become "sheep dogs" who protect the "sheep," and intend
to live in a kingdom built upon the person and character of Christ. Such a kingdom is unmovable, because
its citizens cannot be corrupted or tempted by lust for power, who know that when we separate from God,
we become meaningless. Who know that we cannot exist that way because we are created in the image of
God.
Jesus went to the wilderness to pray. Satan tempted him with power and a "beautiful lie," but Jesus said,
"I don't need that." Each of us need to spend time with the timeless Creator. That is the foundation in our
personal lives for Christ's Kingdom to come, and for us to participate in Heavenly Father's story of ReCreation.

**********
Matching / Blessing Workshop for Parents and Candidates Dec. 28-31, 2017 at Sanctuary Church
Newfoundland PA
**********

True Father on 3/7/2010 "I could not meet my bride."
*********
"NO LONGER WIFE OF THE TRUE PARENT"
by Kerry Williams
Due to the unbreakable bond of loyalty and love between Hyung Jin Moon and True Father, the messianic
mission continues to manifest on the earth in ever-more powerful ways. Particularly notable is the recent
Cosmic Blessing on September 23, 2017, of Sun Myung Moon to Hyun Shil Kang, his earliest disciple in
South Korea.
Reverend Moon made it clear in his last public speech on July 16, 2012,2 that he no longer had a wife:
"Mother -she was raised by me.
(But) there is no True Mother.
The position of the wife of the Reverend Moon is vacant.
She is doing as she pleases! She does whatever she wants!"
With these videotaped words, True Father revealed to the world that Hak Ja Han was no longer in the
position of True Mother. Less than two months before his death, Reverend Moon publicly confessed that
he was without a spouse. Anyone with ears to hear can detect the anguish in his voice as he concluded the
extemporaneous remarks beginning at the 1:05:22 mark. In Tyler Hendricks' essay "What True Father
REALLY Said on July 16, 2012", Hendricks uses the conditional
tense in his translation of the passage noted above. 3 As professional translator Andrew Lausberg has
noted, however, there is no linguistic evidence to support Hendrick's choice of tense. In particular,
Reverend Moon's use of the Korean expression 제 멋대로야! 제 멋대로 (translation: "She is doing as
she pleases! She does whatever she wants!") has a definite, clearly negative nuance. It is a coarse,
antagonistic statement using the present tense; the preponderance of evidence indicates that he is speaking
about Hak Ja Han.
(Rest of Kerry Williams' essay "No Longer Wife of the True Parent")
*******
May God bless you and your families!
Sincerely,
Richard
Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA
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Matching / Blessing Workshop for Parents and
Candidates
Dec. 28th to Dec. 31st 2017 at Sanctuary Church Newfoundland PA
Cost: $125 for 1 person, $225 for 2 people, $325 for 3 people (includes 7 meals).
You need to either find your own lodging or stay in sleeping bags at the church.
We will all take turns cleaning up after meals and helping with activities.
You can volunteer to help with activities, cooking and cleaning.
Skiing on Dec. 28th at Big Bear
$65 per person (includes ticket and rental of skies or snowboards).
Sign up by submitting your name, address, email, age, and gender. You can pay at church or online at http://sanctuarypa.org/index.php/donate/ (please mark that this payment is for the Matching Blessing workshop).
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Welcome to Sanctuary Blessed Life
Let Heavenly Father, True Father and Jesus be our teachers. Let the Bible and the 8 great textbooks be our guidelines.
In the Bible we read:
Gen. 1:28: Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the
birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.
In the CSG P 2265 we read:
A true family will be the apple of God’s eye. He will embrace that family and dance. When we feel overjoyed, God, who is
almighty, would like to hold on to us, and dance, and fly through the air. A true family is God’s object partner that can liberate
and comfort Him.
(301-169, 1999.4.25)
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2017 True Father Signature Blessing Rings
Free shipping in USA * Free Diamond in the center * Delivery on 10 Business days
Prices are in 14 K gold; yellow, white or rose gold
New Round: RD220 large $295.- RD201 medium $255.- RD207 small $175.Ring top width 12mm (below) Ring top width 10 mm Ring top width 8 mm

Square: SQ300 large $275.- SQ305 small $235.- True Fathers Signature
Ring top width 10 mm (below) Ring top width 8mm Optional inside of ring
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New Wedding band rings Band: BA460 $225.- BA450 $185.Ring top width 6 mm (below) Ring top width 5mm

MEMBERSHIP IN WORLD PEACE AND UNIFICATION SANCTUARY

Sanctuary Church is a free association of people who believe that True Father Sun Myung Moon is the Messiah and King of
Kings and that his son Hyung Jin Moon is his sole legitimate representative and inheritor and Second King of Cheon Il Guk.
We believe that each person has the ability to act with his or her God-given freedom, with the caveat that the person must take
responsibility for the consequences of such free actions. Aju!
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“NO LONGER WIFE OF THE TRUE PARENT”
by Kerry Williams

Due to the unbreakable bond of loyalty and love between Hyung Jin Moon and True Father, the
messianic mission continues to manifest on the earth in ever-more powerful ways. Particularly
notable is the recent Cosmic Blessing1 on September 23, 2017, of Sun Myung Moon to Hyun
Shil Kang, his earliest disciple in South Korea.
Reverend Moon made it clear in his last public speech on July 16, 2012,2 that he no longer had a
wife:
“Mother –she was raised by me.
(But) there is no True Mother.
The position of the wife of the Reverend Moon is vacant.
She is doing as she pleases! She does whatever she wants!”
With these videotaped words, True Father revealed to the world that Hak Ja Han was no longer
in the position of True Mother. Less than two months before his death, Reverend Moon publicly
confessed that he was without a spouse. Anyone with ears to hear can detect the anguish in his
voice as he concluded the extemporaneous remarks beginning at the 1:05:22 mark. In Tyler
Hendricks’ essay “What True Father REALLY Said on July 16, 2012”, Hendricks uses the conditional
tense in his translation of the passage noted above.3 As professional translator Andrew Lausberg
has noted, however, there is no linguistic evidence to support Hendrick’s choice of tense. In
particular, Reverend Moon’s use of the Korean expression 제 멋대로야! 제 멋대로
(translation: “She is doing as she pleases! She does whatever she wants!”) has a definite, clearly
negative nuance. It is a coarse, antagonistic statement using the present tense; the preponderance
of evidence indicates that he is speaking about Hak Ja Han.4
With the hermaneutic provided by the Divine Principle, we are able to accurately view history as
God’s story to resurrect his dead son Adam. Reverend Moon’s nine year course of intensive
Bible study uncovered the story of Adam’s family as the central story of human history. The
Principle explains how the failure or success of biblical figures such as Noah, Abraham, or Jacob
was based on whether they repeated or reversed the process that led to the Fall of Adam and Eve.
1 This Blessing was the final, Perfection Level Blessing that True Father abruptly cancelled in 2012,
despite the entreating of Hak Ja Han and Hyo Nam Kim.
2 The speech, entitled Abel UN Women Inauguration speech, was originally expected to have been given
by Hal Ja Han.
3 The actual translation was provided by Hee Hun Standard.

4 See “Review by Andy Lausberg of Tyler Hendricks’ Translation of True Father’s words at Inauguration of Women’s UN
Assembly’” at unificationismuncensored.com
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Reverend Moon, as the true Adam, devoted his entire life and ministry to restoring all that was
lost by the first man due to his fall. Reverend Moon affirmed his course as the victorious Adam
in his final prayer:
“I have completed everything. Today, as I have returned the
conclusion of the final perfection to You, Father, I know that up
to this moment, I have offered my whole life to You. I am spending
this time now to bring my life to its conclusion, to bring to a close
with utmost devotion, in accordance with Your Will.
In order that we may return to the original Garden of Eden,
the Garden with no trace of the Fall, and surmount everything
that came to be connected to Adam's portion of responsibility
following the error committed by his betrothed…”
Rev. Sun Myung Moon 8/13/12
In order to return to the original Garden, true Adam had to reestablish himself as the subject of
Eve. It was Adam’s responsibility to remain faithful to God’s word and maintain his position as
God’s son. By doing so, he would make it possible for Eve to separate from Satan and return as a
loving object to her true subject. A restored Eve, then, must reverse the actions which led to her
fall, and submit to the authority of the man destined by God to be her husband.
Hak Ja Han did initially achieve great victories for heaven by her faith and obedience to the
Messiah, bearing fourteen children as the True Mother. History will record that her initial unity
with Reverend Moon made it possible for God to establish the position of True Parents on the
earth.
Preeminent OSDP scholar Reverend Jeong-Ok Yu has clarified, however, that in the final hour,
Hak Ja Han failed to fulfill the position of the wife of the True Parent:
“The Han mother wasn't able to stand in the position of the wife
of the True Parent. Father taught this and told me that the Han
mother followed him diligently but at the very end she betrayed
him. I've heard Father say this many times. Many of you might
have not had the opportunity to directly hear such words
from Father but I have heard Father's words many times...The
conclusion here is that the Han mother wasn't able to stand in
the position of the wife to the True Parent. True Parents are God
in substance and mother would have been in the position of the
wife of God. That would have been the destination.”
Rev. Jeong-Ok Yu 9/24/17
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In the process of becoming one with God, a wife must become heartistically one with her
husband. A good wife obeys her husband in the same manner that her husband obeys God.
When a woman, as a bride of Christ, submits to her Bridegroom, she is able to unite with the
man who is the very embodiment of God. Through her absolute fidelity to Christ, she can free
herself from all ties to archangelic love. Only in this manner can God completely claim her back
from Satan. FFWPU theologians such as Andrew Wilson continue to propagate slick platitudes
of Mrs. Moon’s ongoing devotion to her husband, portraying her as a wife totally united with her
husband, eternally one in love.
This narrative, however, quickly crumbles when we take an inquisitive, cursory look at Hak Ja
Han’s words and actions before and after the death of her husband:
Does a loving wife tell her husband that he comes from a fallen lineage, but she has no original
sin?
In the hospital, does a loving wife try to have the doctors remove life support from her husband,
even though he is still fully conscious?
Does a loving wife become angry at people who talk in a favorable manner about her recently
deceased husband?
Does a loving wife take down pictures of herself together with her husband after he dies, and
replace them with pictures of herself, alone, dressed as a regal empress?
Does a loving wife, who is the bride of Christ, virtually never testify to the incredible sacrifice
and suffering her Savior endured so that she might be saved?
Does a loving wife change her husband’s writings, when he said never, ever, to touch one word?
Would she start editing her spouse’s work while he was on his deathbed?
Would a loving wife claim to have learned nothing from her husband, a pastor who said he had
spent the most energy and prayer of his entire ministry to raise her up?
Would a loving wife abandon the son whom her husband personally chose as his heir?
Especially when that son had done nothing except remain faithful to his father’s wishes?
Reverend Moon had this to say about the guiding principle of history:
“When we look at the history of six thousand years until now, it has
been a history in search of a man. It has been searching for a man.
This is because women are restored through men. At the time of
creation, woman was created after man; it is an unchangeable fact
3

that history is in search of a man. The principle of history does
not change.” Blessing and Ideal Family, Volume I, p. 297

But Hak Ja Han directs us to a totally new narrative:
“All of Christian history was for the foundation of the Only Begotten
Daughter. The way of Christianity was to make a foundation of the Only
Begotten Daughter…400-800 BC in Korea there was a kingdom, and
that kingdom was the kingdom of the Han tribe. That Han tribe spread
throughout all of Korea and Japan. In concluding, the Korean peninsula
was to await the birth of the Lord of the Second Advent, the Only
Begotten Daughter.” Hak Ja Han 10/24/16

The above spoken words do not emanate from a heart of love towards Christ. Tragically, they
convey the same arrogance by which Eve took subject position over Adam in the process of the
Fall.
Reverend Moon truly loved Hak Ja Han, and was grateful for her many sacrifices made over
many decades. But he never said she was born free from original sin, nor did he ever refer to the
Han lineage as messianic in nature. On the contrary, he gave her stern warnings such as the one
spoken during Hoon Dook Hae on January 19, 2012:

“Mother is going her own way like a demon [dokkaebi]. She is not
walking the same road as Father. Do not brag about Anju [Mother’s
hometown] and the family name Han. If you do that you don’t become
True Mother.”

Hak Ja Han bore the cosmic responsibility to restore the position of Eve that was lost in the
Garden. She had to freely choose to believe and unite with God’s words as spoken and lived
through the true, restored Adam. It was her duty to deny her archangelic lineage by submitting
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and disappearing into the lineage of her husband, the returning Christ. The lineage of God can
only be one, never two.
Reverend Moon deeply cared for his wife of 52 years, and did everything possible to help her
succeed. But it was her job alone to achieve and maintain the position of a loving wife who was
also the head bride of Christ. Although Father established the foundation making it possible for
his wife to become the True Mother, he could not walk the course that belonged to Hak Ja Han
alone.
In sharp contrast, Hyun Shil Kang has maintained her position as a faithful bride of Christ for the
past 65 years. Always remaining in the background, she has never sought to raise herself up, but
instead has spent her entire life testifying to her Lord and Savior:

“Since I was able to meet the Lord of the Second Advent in my life, there
is nothing that I can’t do. I started this way, by swearing ‘I have to go this
way even though I will be dying, and I will go this way even after my death.’”
Hyun Shil Kang 12/21/16
Hyun Shil Kang was called “the Mother of the Unification Church” by Reverend Moon. A
devoted evangelist, she visited Father’s cardboard shack in 1952 to witness to “the young man
teaching very strange things,”5 but instead became his first disciple in South Korea. Her decision
to leave FFWPU and join Sanctuary Church stemmed from her painful realization that Hak Ja
Han had betrayed True Father:

“However, one day I heard of a certain word out of the blue.
Mother said, ‘I was born without the original sin from the womb
in the three clean generations of pure lineage, while Father was
born together with the original sin.’ I couldn’t understand however
hard I tried to do so, and I struggled in pain for a couple of days.
I couldn’t accept it with my conscience in faith.
5 Hyun Shil Kang, Belvedere Speech, 8/82
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I can’t understand the word that “I’m the Messiah and Mother
God” either. Christians will laugh if they hear such a word as
“the two thousand years of Christianity have been waiting for me,
the Only Begotten Daughter.” I can’t be forced to believe this.
I don’t think that a woman can be the Messiah, the Lord of the Second Advent.
Mother thinks of herself higher and bigger than the position of
True Father as the Lord of the Second Advent. I can’t believe in
demoting True Father’s position and elevating Mother’s position.”
Hyun Shil Kang 12/21/16
It should be noted that this was a very difficult decision for Mrs. Kang, who noted in the same
letter her deep love for the woman she still considered her True Mother:
“Mother, whom I loved so much! If there hadn’t been these things,
I would never leave the Church no matter how strongly I was pushed
out. I’m one of the people who loved Mother, longing to be close to
you (Mother). Although I’m leaving now, I will always remember
and love Mother.” Hyun Shil Kang 12/21/16
A true Christian, Hyun Shil Kang understands the priceless value of the words of the Messiah:
“Father’s words resonated in the hearts of many, many people and
brought them salvation. He was not just a normal teacher; he showed
us God’s love. He was a person who lived a life that was incomparable
to any other. If it were not for Father’s words soaked in his sweat, how
else could God’s will have taken root in this world?” Hyun Shil Kang 3/3/17
Have we ever heard words such as these from Hak Ja Han?
Hyun Shil Kang could become the True Mother because she trusted, loved, and believed in
Christ at the price of her life.6 Her absolute support of the Three Kingships Providence is a great

6 When warned by her doctors that the long flight from Korea to the United States could be deleterious to
her health, her response was “If I die, I die.”
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comfort to God; she has completely restored the Eve who prevented God’s lineage from being
substantiated on the earth. And, because of her, we once again have our beloved True Parents!
Postscript
Not long after moving into his new home in Pennsylvania, Kook Jin nim had a dream in which
Father told him to prepare a room in his house for True Mother to come live. At that time, both
Hyung Jin nim and Kook Jin nim were reaching out to Hak Ja Han, trying their best to help her
return to Father. Several years later, Hyun Shil Kang moved into that same house, which had
now become the Palace of the second King. After she was blessed as the True Mother, I was
reminded of that dream, and realized that my elder brother Kook Jin nim, united with the
second King, had indeed fulfilled the request of his True Father.
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